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TENDER NOTICE 

Sealed tenders are invited for the purchase of 23 nos. of incinerators to the various Departments 

and Offices of the University(as per the specification noted below).The Tender form can be had 

from the Purchase Division or can be downloaded from the University Website.Sealed tenders with 

cost of tender form (0.2% of the cost of tender rounded to the nearest multiple of 100, subject to 

a minimum of '400/- + VAT @ 5% and maximum 1500/- + VAT @5% for estimated cost up to 10 

lakh and 0.15% of the cost of tender rounded to the nearest multiple of 100, subject to a maximum 
of '25000/- + VAT @5%  if the estimated cost is above 10 lakh) and EMD @1% of the total cost of 

the articles(rounded to the nearest Rupee) tendered for subject to a minimum of Rs.1500/-) drawn 

in favour of the Finance Officer should be submitted to the Deputy Registrar(Purchase Division) on 

or before 20.03.2017. The tendered amount should be inclusive of all charges including taxes, 

levies transportation and installation charges. 

The successful bidder will have to submit a Performance Security equivint to 5% of the total 

value. The EMD and Performance Security are returnable. 

Technical Specifications 

DEPUTY REGIS 

ttri 

(Purchase Division) 

For Registrar 

   

Technology- fully automated, controlled by the timer& No need to press any buttons for 

operations 

Electrically operated 

Wall mountable 

Burning process of Napkins produce less than 1gm of ash per Napkin 

Ceramic Insulation for excellent thermal Protection 

Auto thermal cut off for safety of user 

Compact design & size, can be mounted inside toilet. 

Capacity :10 Napkins at a time 

Input Voltage :1Ph 230V 50Hz 

Power (W) :1200W 

Weight (Kg): 15 KG (Maximum) 

Apprx dimension in mm (LBH): 235 x 235 x 530 

Exhaust pipe- 7 Metre (maximum) 

Warranty: One Year On-site & additional 2 Years service warranty 
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